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Wow, I’m ashamed to admit it but this one caused issues for several weeks, ok months. Slow 
response time, slow connecting to the network and even so telnet sessions to the switch. I’ll get 
to more of the problem and solution in a moment but first let me mention what I was thinking. I 
keep a pretty extensive “Tool Kit” to enable me to get to the problem and I’m always looking for 
something to improve it. My concern with some issues when going after the problem, will I be 
able to capture everything, and have the details in the packet trace be complete, having enough 
to identify the issue, or will setting up a SPAN cause issues. Setting up a SPAN that would 
cause the switch to be under stress adding to the problem not that common but in this the 
switch already under stress, a SPAN might have a negative impact. So adding the ProfiShark 

10Gp/s tap (see Figure 1:1 ProfiShark 10G) into my kit helped save-the-day.  

 
Figure 1:1 ProfiShark 10G 

  
 
So by tapping into the 10 Gig switch-to-switch connects provided that. This would allow me to 
take the packet captures as needed and this problem was so severe I was really concerned 
about the effects of a SPAN port on an already overloaded switch.  
 
Figure 1:2 Network Switch Layout and ProfiShark Location 
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Problem: This one caught me by surprise, symptoms were intermitted, come and go throughout 
the day, and not show up for days then reappear.  When it showed up you would hear 
complaints of slow response time, ping times were high, even the telnet access to the Cisco 
switches were sluggish. I had looked at it in weeks past do some of the normal troubleshoot 
methods from the Cisco switch but had never really identified the issue. I had also taken a 
couple of trace from a PC attached to the network, but had not identified any issues.  
 
Gather Information: We knew the problem was at this campus mainly determined by the high 
ping times, so that allowed us to concentrate on a stack of switches that supported that location 
and getting closer to the problem is always better.    
 
The first look at the trace didn’t seem to indicate a problem, (see Figure 1:3 Packet Trace of 

Malware PC without MAC Column). I was confused, Wireshark was masking the problem, or 

should I say the way I had Wireshark configured was masking the issue. My method of network 
analysis I don’t normally look at the MAC addresses that often and I had gotten complacent 
about it and didn’t have a MAC address column visible.   
 
Figure 1:3 Packet Trace of Malware PC without MAC Column  

 
 
Packet Trace: ARPs transmitted at sub millisecond .000001 wire speed buddy. Also taking on 
the IP address of the default gateway. The MAC address was a little confusing MCA address: 

f4:8e:38:87:2c:ea. The leading byte was f4 taking in the bridge within the pc. Interesting but the 

rest of the Mac was identical to the original Mac of the NIC card.  
 
Dissecting the Packet Trace: Well the trace files shows the intensity in which this PC was just 
hammering the network. Even though the utilization wasn’t close to 100% if you look at the delta 
time are being sent out at .000001 and that is really spewing out packets. Not quite wire speed 
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but getting close. If you see one device sending broadcast packets out at a rate of .000001 per 
packet that’s fast, I mean really fast. So think about the network effects for a second. Everything 
within that broadcast dome will see that packet. Not only that that device will have to process it, 
make the decision what to do with it. It this case most devices will just throw it away. Also the 
network devices, switches and routers will also have to process  
 
Clean Up: How do you know you’ve solved the issue. Do the math or collecting all the facts and 
completing the analysis is always key, calculations show 260,417 per second on a 1Gig 
connection with packet size of 480. With this volume all devices in the broadcast domain get 
very busy looking at all those packets creating the conditions that everyone was reporting. So 
you can be convinced that you’ve uncovered the “needle in the haystack”.  Be sure to check out 
the Gearbit products.    

 
Figure 1:4 Packet Trace of Malware PC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


